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 1. Aims and Principles 
 
At Monk’s Walk, we believe our school uniform achieves the following goals: 

 It encourages a sense of community identity and pride. By wearing the same 
badge and the same clothing, students are encouraged to think of the needs of the 
community as well as their own individual needs.  

 It encourages our students to develop habits for life to prepare them for 
employment. By learning to polish their shoes, fold trousers or hang up their 
blazers, students learn the habits of cooperation, discipline and personal 
responsibility that will stay with them for life.  

 It allows students who do the right thing every single day to be rewarded for their 
‘Daily consistencies’ this includes wearing the school uniform correctly. 

 It prevents unkindness or bullying while keeping costs down. By requiring all our 
students to wear the same low-cost uniform, we reduce the incentive for students 
to ask parents/carers for the latest (and most expensive) items of fashion. As a 
result, costs are kept as low as possible and no child can be seen to be poorer or 
wealthier than any other.  

 However, for our uniform policy to be successful, it must be implemented 
universally and without exception. Our parents and carers must support us at 
home to uphold the School’s high standards.  

 We understand that, for some families, finances are tight one of our aims is to 
keep uniform cost as low as possible. We believe that, by doing all we can to keep 
items of fashion out of school, we help families to keep costs down. We have a 
large stock of uniform items in our ACE room if a student arrives in school in the 
wrong uniform and we also hold regular ‘nearly new’ uniform sales at a reduced 
cost to parents/carers. 

 We aim to avoid discrimination in line with our legal duties under the Equality Act 
2010  

 To encourage our MONKS character habits through the use of uniform 
encouraging students to be ‘notable’ for their smart appearance and ‘self 
regulated’ in adhering to a dress code as they would have to in employment. 

 

2. Our school’s legal duties under the Equality Act 2010 

 

The Equality Act 2010 prohibits discrimination against an individual based on the protected 

characteristics, which include sex, race, religion or belief, and gender reassignment.  

To avoid discrimination, our school will:  

 Avoid listing uniform items based on sex, to give all students the opportunity to wear the uniform 
they feel most comfortable in or that most reflects their self-identified gender.  

 Make sure that our uniform costs the same for all students. 

 Allow students to request changes to swimwear for religious reasons. 

 Allow students to wear headscarves and other religious or cultural symbols.  

 Allow for adaptations to our policy on the grounds of equality by asking students or their parents 
to get in touch with their head of year who can answer questions about the policy and respond to 
any requests.   

 
  

 
 
 
 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
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3. Cost of uniform 

Our school has a duty to make sure that the uniform we require is affordable, in line with 
statutory guidance from the Department for Education on the cost of school uniform.  

We understand that items with distinctive characteristics (such as branded items, or items 
that have to have a school logo or a unique fabric/colour/design) cannot be purchased 
from a wide range of retailers and that requiring many such items limits parents’ ability to 
‘shop around’ for a low price.   

We will make sure our uniform: 

 Is available at a reasonable cost  

 Provides the best value for money for parents/carers 

We will do this by:  

 Carefully considering whether any items with distinctive characteristics are necessary. 

 Limiting any items with distinctive characteristics where possible for example, by only 
asking that the blazer and skirt features the school logo. 

 Limiting items with distinctive characteristics to low-cost or long-lasting items, such as 
ties and blazers. 

 Avoiding specific requirements for items students could wear on non-school days, 
such as coats, bags and shoes.  

 Keeping the number of optional branded items to a minimum, so that the school’s 
uniform can act as a social leveler.  

 Avoiding different uniform requirements for different year and house groups. 

 Avoiding different uniform requirements for extra-curricular activities.  

 Making sure that arrangements are in place for parents to acquire second-hand 
uniform items  

 Avoiding frequent changes to uniform specifications to minimise the financial impact 
on parents. 

 Consulting with parents and students on any proposed significant changes to the 
uniform policy and carefully considering any complaints about the policy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cost-of-school-uniforms/cost-of-school-uniforms
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4. Monk’s Walk School uniform 
 
 
Option 1 
 
Blazer 
Navy blue, eco-blazer, fitted style, with embroidered school logo. Available from 
Stevensons or Smarty schoolwear. Blazers must be worn at all times around the school 
unless permission has been granted by the teacher to remove it in lesson. 
 
Skirt  
Black, kilt style with an adjustable waistband, no zip and with school logo embroidered in 
the bottom left corner.  When purchasing please allow sufficient length for height growth 
so that the school policy on skirt length (worn no shorter than on the knee cap) can be 
observed without the need for repeat purchases during the year. Waistband must be 
visible and not allowed to be rolled. 
 
Trousers  
Tailored black trousers can be worn.  These may be purchased from a range of different 
suppliers such as Stevensons, New Look, Primark, Marks & Spencer and most 
supermarkets.   
The important points to note are that the following are not part of our dress code and are 
not allowed: 

 tight 'skinny fit' 

 outside zips, buttons and labels 

 Corduroy, denim or jeans material or style are not allowed.  (Jeans-style is defined as 
"outside seams or pockets, rivets or denim/denim style material").  Outside zips and 
labels are not allowed. 

 Trousers need to be full length, not cropped. The bottom of the trouser must touch the 
top of the shoe. 

 
Belts  
Black, not wider than 6cm, with a plain buckle. Belts should not have obvious branding. 
 
Blouses  
Plain white open-neck revere style (long or short sleeve), worn tucked in, without a tie.  
Blouses may be purchased from a range of suppliers including supermarkets. 
 
Pullover (optional)  
Navy blue V neck school pullover with sky blue trim.  Available from Stevensons or 
Smarty schoolwear. 
 
Socks/tights  
Socks must be black; white socks are not allowed.  Tights can be black or flesh coloured.  
Socks are not to be worn with tights. Socks must be ankle length and not knee length. 
 
Shoes  
School shoes should be black, flat and logo-free. The style should be traditional, avoiding 
the appearance of a trainer with heels no higher than 6cm.  No backless slip-on, flip-flops, 
or canvas/plimsoll type shoes are allowed. Boots or platforms are not allowed. Trainers 
are not allowed.  
However, this list is not exhaustive and the School’s decision on what is/is not acceptable 
is final. If parents are unsure as to whether a particular style will be accepted, they must 
send a picture of the shoe to the School before purchasing 
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Coats  
Navy blue or black.  No denim, leather or fur.  No tracksuit tops or hoodies.  Coats should 
not be worn in lessons. If an inappropriate coat is worn, students will be reminded about 
the appropriate coat to wear. If a student continues to wear an inappropriate coat, it may 
be confiscated and returned at the end of the half term. 
 
 
 
Option 2 
 
Blazer  
Available from Stevensons or Smarty schoolwear. Blazers must be worn at all times 
around the school unless permission has been granted by the teacher to remove it in 
lesson. 
 
Trousers  
Tailored black trousers can be worn.  These may be purchased from a range of different 
suppliers such as Stevensons, New Look, Primark, Marks & Spencer and most 
supermarkets.   
The important points to note are that the following are not part of our dress code and are 
not allowed: 

 tight 'skinny fit' 

 outside zips, buttons and labels 

 Corduroy, denim or jeans material or style are not allowed.  (Jeans-style is defined as 
"outside seams or pockets, rivets or denim/denim style material").  Outside zips and 
labels are not allowed. 

 Trousers need to be full length, not cropped. The bottom of the trouser must touch the 
top of the shoe. 

 
Shirts  
White (long or short sleeve).  These should be worn tucked in, with a school tie and the 
top button done up.  Shirts may be purchased from a range of suppliers. 
 
Tie  
Standard school tie.  Available from Stevensons or Smarty schoolwear.  This should be 
tied with a Windsor knot and worn at an appropriate length (to the belt). 
 
Belts  
Black, not wider than 6cm, with a plain buckle. Belts should not have logos or branding. 
 
Pullover (optional)  
Navy blue V neck school pullover with sky blue trim.  Available from Stevensons or 
Smarty schoolwear. 
 
Socks 
Socks must be black; white socks are not allowed. Socks must be ankle length and not 
knee length. 
 
Shoes  
School shoes should be black, flat and logo-free. The style should be traditional, avoiding 
the appearance of a trainer with heels no higher than 6cm.  No backless slip-on, flip-flops, 
or canvas/plimsoll type shoes are allowed. Boots or platforms are not allowed. Trainers 
are not allowed.  
However, this list is not exhaustive and the School’s decision on what is/is not acceptable 
is final. If parents are unsure as to whether a particular style will be accepted, they must 
send a picture of the shoe to the School before purchasing 
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Coat  
Navy blue or black.  No denim, leather or fur.  No tracksuit tops or hoodies.  Coats should 
not be worn in lessons. If an inappropriate coat is worn, students will be reminded about 
the appropriate coat to wear. If a student continues to wear an inappropriate coat, it may 
be confiscated and returned at the end of the half term. 
 
Students are expected to follow the uniform rules. Students not complying with 
these will be provided with school uniform stocked in the ACE room. Any refusal to 
wear school uniform provided will be treated as defiance and the student will need 
to spend time in the ACE room. 
 
Other uniform items 
 
Labelling 
All items of clothing (including bags) must be clearly marked with the student’s full name.  
 
Hair 
Style and colour must be appropriate for school. Fashion gimmicks are not acceptable (eg 
tramlines or logos). No extremes of colour (eg reds, blues). Long hair must be tied back 
for safety, when necessary. 
 
Headscarves 
Some of our students may choose to wear headscarves.  
If so, these headscarves must look conventional and understated in style.  
• Headscarves must be black or dark blue.  
• Pins or clips must be small, dark in colour and understated.  
• There can be no decorations such as sequins or patterns.  
• Material must not be too long at the front or the back so as to obscure the uniform or 
look untidy. At the front, headscarves material must not go below the V-neck of a jumper 
or equivalent.  
• If students choose to wear a headscarf, it must completely cover the hair. 
 
School bags 
Students need to have a sturdy and roomy school bag to carry around books etc. 
Handbags are not suitable and should not be brought into school 
 
Make-up 
Make-up is unsuitable for school and therefore not allowed. 
Students in Years 7 to 11 must not wear any make-up whatsoever. If found to be wearing 
make-up of any description students will be asked to remove it immediately. Eye lash 
extensions, false eyelashes and drawn on eyebrows are not allowed. If seen, this will be 
asked to be removed. Failure to do so will result in immediate referral to the ACE room. 
Nail varnish of any description, as well as nail extensions, are similarly forbidden. If a 
student is wearing nail varnish/nail extensions to school, they will be asked to remove this. 
If a student cannot remove these, they will remain in the ACE room until they can be 
removed. 
 
Jewellery 
One plain pair of studs or sleepers and one plain ring is allowed. Under no 
circumstances are facial or body piercings allowed. 
Any extra jewellery worn by the student whilst in school uniform may be confiscated and 
returned at the end of the half-term. 
 
Other accessories 
The School does permit students to wear watches but they should be plain and 
understated in style. Smart watches and Fitbits are not allowed. Oversized fashion 
watches, watches in bright colours and watches worn as jewellery are not acceptable. 
Caps are not allowed. 
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Plain hats, scarves and gloves can be worn in cold weather, hats should be removed 
when indoors. Hoods should not be worn indoors. 
 

5. Confiscations 
If a student is wearing any unacceptable items, they will be expected to remove it 
immediately. The item(s) may be locked away in the school office and will be returned at 
the end of the half term. 
 

6. Uniform outside of school 
Students should either wear their school uniform or their ‘home clothes’. There should be 
no ‘mix and match’ at all. Students are told that, if they wish to wear their home clothes 
after school, they must return home and change completely. All students much change 
into their uniform after PE lessons. 
 

7. Monk’s Walk PE Kit 
Polo shirt with school logo - loose fit or fitted available (available only from Henry Tilly and 
Stevensons) 
Plain navy skort 
Plain navy shorts (may be bought from any retail outlet) 
Monk's Walk sports socks 
Trainers (may be bought from any retail outlet) 
Black or navy swimming trunks /swimming shorts (may be bought from any retail outlet) 
Black or navy one-piece swimming costume (may be bought from any retail outlet) 
 
Optional items: 
 
Navy tracksuit bottoms - optional but recommended (available only from Henry Tilly and 
Stevensons) 
Navy leggings - optional but recommended (available only from Henry Tilly) 
Monk’s Walk PE sweatshirt/jumper - optional but recommended (available only from 
Henry Tilly) 
Monk's Walk games jersey (available only from Stevensons) 
Shin pads (may be bought from any retail outlet) 
Moulded boots/astro boots for use on the 3G artificial pitch. Ordinary trainers are a 
suitable alternative (may be bought from any retail outlet). 
Students are allowed to wear a long sleeved thermal base layer top beneath their normal 
PE kit when the weather is cold - optional but recommended. 
Rain jacket with school logo (optional) 
 
Students can also bring a towel for all PE lessons. 
 
Jewellery is not allowed to be worn during PE lessons. 
 
It is essential that all students wear the correct uniform and footwear in order to participate 
in PE. 
 
Other compulsory equipment: 

 White apron - child 28" (000496) 

 White apron – youth 34" (000497) 

 Cyclists should wear reflective clothing and must wear a cycling helmet. 
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8. Monk’s Walk Sixth Form Dress Code 
We have no formal uniform. We know that clothing can be a powerful means of 
expression and are proud of our students’ individuality. However, we do ask that students 
wear clothing that is appropriate for a school, learning environment. 
 
The following are strictly not allowed: 

 Bare midriffs or bare shoulders 
 Visible underwear 
 Low cut tops 
 Leggings 
 Jeans with tears and/or rips 
 Sport and fitness wear, including jogging bottoms 
 Shorts or short skirts 
 T-shirts with offensive slogans or images 
 Hats or caps (indoors) 

Jewellery and facial piercing to be kept to a minimum and suitable for a business 
workplace environment. 
As a guide, clothes should be clean and suitable for students in the sixth form, who set 
standards for the rest of the school. The sixth form pastoral staff are happy to advise and 
will make the final decision on dress if necessary. Any student who is not meeting the 
dress code will be sent home to change. 
 
The dress code fits with the philosophy of the sixth form and the school as it demonstrates 
to pre-16 students the expectations regarding responsibility and maturity we have of sixth 
form students. We trust their ability to act appropriately and this philosophy forms an 
important part of the attraction for students to be in the sixth form. Students must also 
wear their student ID at all times whilst on the school site so that they can be identified as 
a sixth form student. 

9. Staff  

Staff will closely monitor students to make sure they are in correct uniform. They will give any 
students and families breaching the uniform policy the opportunity to comply, but will follow up with 
the headteacher if the situation doesn’t improve.  

Ongoing breaches of our uniform policy will be dealt with as defiance in accordance with the school 
behaviour policy.    

In cases where it is suspected that financial hardship has resulted in a student not complying with 
this uniform policy, staff will take a mindful and considerate approach to resolving the situation.  

10. Trustees 

The Board of trustees will review this policy and make sure that it: 

 Is appropriate for our school’s context  

 Is implemented fairly across the school  

 Takes into account the views of parents and students 

 Offers a uniform that is appropriate, practical and safe for all students    

The board will also make sure that the school’s uniform supplier arrangements give the highest 
priority to cost and value for money, for example by avoiding single supplier contracts and by re-
tendering contracts at least every 5 years.  

 

11. Monitoring arrangements  

This policy will be reviewed every three years by the Deputy Head. At every review, it will be 
approved by the headteacher. 
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12. Links to other policies  

This policy is linked to our: 

 Behaviour policy 

 Equality information and objectives statement  

 Anti-bullying policy  

 Complaints policy 


